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INTRODUCTION

Tbe study of CP violation in beauty decay is one of the key challenges facing high
energy physics [I]. Much work [Z] has not yielded a definitive answer how this study might
best be performed. However, one clear coa&sion is that new accelerator facilitks are needed.
I’mpospLc include experiments at asymmeuic ekcmn-positioncoBi&~
(31 and in fixed-target
and collider modes at LHC 141and SSC [Sj. Fixed-target and collider experiments at existing
accelerators. while they might succeed in a lirst observation of the effect, will not te adequate
to study it tborougbly.
Giomataris 161has emphasized the potential of a new approach to the study of beauty
CP violation: the asymmetric proton collider. Such a collider might be realized by the
constntction Of a small storage ring intersecting an existing or soon-to-exist large synchrotron.
or by arranging collisions between a large synchmuon and its injector. An experiment at such
a collider can combine the advantages of fixed-taxget-like speftrometu geometty, facilitating
triggering. particle identification and the instrumentation of a large acceptance. while the
increased Js can pmvidc a factor > 100 iwcax in beauty-production cross section compared
to Tevatmn or HERA fued-target. Beams crossing at a non-zero angle can provide a small
interaction region. permitting a tint-level decay-vertex trigger to be implemented 171. To
achieve large& with a large Lorentz boost and high luminosity. the mact favorable venue is
tk bigb-etwgy booster (HEB) at the SSC Labwwxy. tbougb cl\e CERN SPS and Fermilab
Tevstmn are also wottb considering.
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for the kaon-rich tinal

We next comment on these issues in somewhat more detail:
1. ‘lbe cro.w section for beauty production in hndron collisions is a rapidly increasing function
of energy at cumently available energies IS]. Thus P modest increase in&can
increase in beauty production rate.

provide a large

2. A Lorentz-boost 7 confines the beauty decay products, distributed - isotropically
center of mass. to a cow of typical half-angle tan-l (I/y).

state

of the copious beauty to chnm, decay cascade. Tote higher

momenta of Lorentz-boosted beauty decay products and tbe fad target-like spectrometer
layout facilitate effective hadmn identification using threshold or ring-imaging gas Cberenkov
C0Untei-S.

We estimate I61 that given the good acceptance and trigger efficiency possible in an
symmetric-collider
experiment, - 10” produced beauty events per year should permit a
detailed study of beauty CP violation, as well as other topics of interest such as Bs mixing and

in the

Thus less detector area is needed

with boosted events. and P spectrometer of given cost can have higher beauty detection
probability. An additional effect is that touch of the increase in beauty cross section at very

flavor-changing neutral-current decays 19. I II. Ms calls for luminosity in the raoge - 103* IO= cm‘* xc-l: the exazt value needed depends on &and the still impwfectly knom beauty
cross section. as well ss bow mwb wming time is made available per year. We have begun

high 6 consists of events produced in the extreme foreward or backward direction , which
These are exemplilied by comparing the
typically go down the beam pipe undetected.

studies to understand the limits to luminosity
crossing angles.

(expensive) CDF detector, with beauty geometrical acceptance < 10% for typical decay modes,
with the (more modest) lixed-target detectors of Fermilab Proposal 865 [9I and the HERA-B
proposal IIOI. whose acceptaxes for typical decay modes are > m%.
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USING

THE TEVATRON
3. At the values offi (-a few hundred OeV) we are considering. beauty events are
diitinguished by substantially higher transverse momenta than are typical of “minimum-bias”

One option explored at this workshop was the possibility of M asymmetric collider using the
Tevatron and P new machine whose energy and size am to be specified.

background events, and this distinction cao be used in tbe trigger to reject the background. At
ultra-high energy (e.g. Tevatmn or SSC collider). the mass of Ihe bquark becomes negligible
with respect to the available center-of-mass energy. so that beauty production becomes

Tke following conclusions were reached in these discussions:

kinematically similar to the background.
I. space charge fames ate the dominant limit to intensity in the low energy ring; these may lx
4. Tlu ability to trigger on the beauty decay vertex is crocial to carrying out a sensitive study

mitigated. to some degree. by the use of flat beams;

of beauty decay in P wide variety of modes. ‘llw (for example) CDF intends to implement a
fast vertex trigger for Tevatron Run II. sod the optical impact-parameter trigger features

2. beam-beun lotax. and the associated tune shift in the high energy beam. are the primary
limits to intensity (and emittance) in tlte high energy machine; an assumption was made to

prominently in the LHC fued-target “GAJET” proposal. Other triggering schemes provide
inadequate sensitivity. for example tk high-pt dilepton triggers cunently in use by CDF have

limit tbe fraction of the total beam-beam !uoc shift due to the oew interaction region to
appmximately one third of tlx now acceptable level; this will reduce the detector luminosities

efficiency < I% for the - 1% of beauty decays to J/v. and the high-p, single-muon trigger used
by the Fermilab fixed-target experiment E771 is < 50% efficient for the - IO% of beauty
decays to roooos. Tests of the optical impact parameter trigger are in progress at CERN; it
appears likely

by about l/3:

that background rejection factors - IO-100 cao be achieved with beauty

3. geometric constraints most likely will preclude tbo use of common quadropoles for the low

efficiency > 50%. largely independent of d-xay mode..
5. Hadron identifxation

energy and high eoergy rings in the interaction region: thus large-angle, or even 90’ crossiog is
prefetrexi.

is key in P beauty erperimenL for example it makes possible kaon-

tagging of the initial beauty quantum number [IO]. sod it improves the signtikgmund

ratio

Based on these considerations, a simple waling law for the asymmetric collider could be
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obtained. In tbe low energy machine, the acceptable space charge tune shift is of ordes unity.
and in twos of machine parameters is given by
*”

We MW invoke the limit due to the beam-beam forces exerted by the low energy ring OR the
high energy ring, given by

=bd.myLgL
SC 4n&n(l

+w&

where go is the fraction of particles inlersecling Ihe high energy ring. a~ is the ratio of dw

lo a similar fashion we have Ihe limit doe 10 the bean-team tune shift as

horizontal 10 vertical beam sizes. ro is lhe classical proton radius, bye is tk vertical beta
function. NL is dx number of particles in the ring. sy~ is the vertical beam size sod n. and pL
are ti

EC beam in the low energy ring at right angles. tbe following approximate expression for the
luminosity can be given

L -NHNL
afo

cm-%e&

In the above we have made tbe assumption that tbe maximum allowable tune shift due to
beam-beam effects is about one-ddrd of the present allowable tune shift in tbe Collider. ‘Ihis
caoses a reduction of tie Collider luminosity of about 113. If we now further assume that tk
minimum beta function in dte Tevatron is on the order of a few meters with M emiuance of
20~ (present conditions, see below). lhen tbe dominant limit on the luminosity becomes Ihe

4loJ,Lo,H
‘k

L.&q < 2.0 x 1019K(l+sL)
f%L

usual relntivistic factors. For P flat bunched beam in the high energy ring intersecting a

beam sizes in Ihe respective rings are forced to be equal and are given by

beam-beam limit.
The results are ploued in Fig. I against lbe nassary luminosity as governed by Ihe bb cmsssection. lltis shows that a possible solution can be found at a value of R = LOO. If an aspec,

where a~ and a~ are the aspect ratios of the respective beams. Using tbe space charge limit
above. the maximum luminosity can be expressed in tie following form

ratio of 10: I can be achieved in the high energy ring in the interaction region. tin
with 0~ = 4 m and &
installed.

L,~ < B&:%oadl+adz
2~xy’RLr&!~
where E is the maximum allowable woe shift. taken here to be 0. I Now it is funher noted lhat
there is a maximum allowable Iield strength in present-day magnets al about 6T wilh a
minimum bend radius of about 8 m. Tbii means that RL is actually a function of energy above
about 14 GeV. Anticipating this limit. the linal form of the space charge limil is in tbe
following form. using Tevatmo parameters:

L,< < 6.5 x 10s paH(‘+aL)
I$:

cm~%zI

n. = IO0

= 2 m. Such a siluation is viable provided a new low-p region can be
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Fig. I Luminosity limits due IO space charge and beam-beam forces plotted versus the
required luminosity for h-h-bar events. Beam-beam limits dominate requiring gL > 100 for
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